COMPARISON MATRIX

PERSONAL COLLABORATION
Logitech® headsets enhance
video collaboration in any
workspace whether in the
office or while working
remotely. Logitech Zone
headsets are designed to help
you control your acoustic
environment to enhance focus
and productivity, no matter
where and how you work.

LOGITECH ZONE HEADSETS
As businesses embrace video collaboration, Logitech solutions can
help you look and sound great on video calls. Logitech Zone Wired
and Zone Wireless headsets take sound quality one step further by
enabling you to define your soundscape. You can transition easily from
talking to music or general noise reduction for when you need to get
stuff done. Equipped with a noise-cancelling microphone, you can be
sure that your voice, and not the noise around you, is heard on the
other end of the call. Certified for business with leading video calling
platforms, Zone headsets are easy to use with computers, laptops,
tablets, and smartphones. Whether for collaboration, communication
or concentration, Zone headsets are made for every work mode.

LOGITECH ZONE HEADSETS FOR BUSINESS

Certified for:

Logitech Zone headsets are certified for Microsoft® Teams, Skype® for Business, and Google Voice™, and are compatible
with integrated mute controls for Zoom™. They work with other popular applications1 also to ensure seamless integration in
the workplace.

ZONE WIRED

Product Name
Wearing Style Options

ZONE WIRELESS

On ear stereo

ZONE WIRELESS PLUS
On ear stereo

Connectivity

USB-C + USB-A adapter

Range

6.3 ft/1.9 m cable length

Up to 100 ft/30m wireless (open field line of sight in 360 degrees)

Windows®, Mac®, or ChromeOS™
with USB-C or USB-A

Windows, Mac, or Chrome based computer with USB-C, USB-A, or Bluetooth®
and iOS or Android Bluetooth® enabled device

Audio Quality

Dynamic EQ with wideband audio and
digital signal processing (DSP)

Dynamic EQ with wideband audio and
digital signal processing (DSP)

Noise Isolation

Passive

Active (ANC) & passive

Noise Cancelling Mic

Dual ECM mics with DSP

Dual MEMS mic array with DSP

Adjustable Mic Boom

Flexible and rotates 270° to
wear on the left or right side

Flexible and rotates 270° to
wear on the left or right side

Red (on in-line controller);
Voice prompts

Red (on receiver);
Voice prompts

White LED2 (on in-line controller)

White LED2 (on receiver)

Controls

In-line controls; Flip-to-mute mic boom

On-ear controls; Mute button on mic boom & flip-to-mute mic boom

Comfort

Silicone-padded headband and
replaceable leatherette ear pads

Silicone-padded headband and
replaceable leatherette ear pads

Battery Life

-

14 hours (ANC on); 15 hours (ANC off)

Charging Time

-

2 hours

2-Year Limited
Hardware Warranty





System Compatibility

Mute Indicator
In-Call Indicator

USB-A Receiver, USB-C adapter,
Bluetooth® connection (version 5.0)

USB-A Unifying™ + audio receiver,
USB-C adapter, Bluetooth®
connection ( version 5.0)

Part Numbers

UC

Microsoft Teams

UC

Microsoft Teams

UC

AMR, CAN, LAT

981-000876

981-000871

981-000797

981-000853

981-000805

EMEA, UK

981-000875

981-000870

981-000798

981-000854

981-000806

-

-

981-000799

981-000855

981-000807

AP

981-000876

981-000871

-

-

-

CN

981-000878

981-000873

981-000800

981-000856

981-000808

JP

981-000877

981-000872

981-000801

981-000857

981-000809

ANZ, AP / SEA, TWKOR,
INDIA

Sellable Spare Parts

www.logitech.com/vc

Microsoft Teams

Coming soon

visit www.prosupport.logi.com

Contact your reseller
or contact us at
www.logitech.com/vcsales

1 Popular applications such as Cisco® Jabber™, BlueJeans, and GoToMeeting™.
See www.logitech.com/ciscocompatibility for the latest version. Refer to www.logitech.com/lcp
for current list of program participants.
2 LED is purple for Microsoft Teams related activities.
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